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Please read
this comic
from right
to left.

A	large,	

powerful

typhoon
may	hit

Hokkaido

tomorrow.	

A	few	days	ago

Toyama Elementary School

Typhoons’ strong winds and
heavy rains may lead to floods,
landslides, and other disasters.
There have been many people
who have lost their
lives during such disasters. 

Daddy!

	Mommy!	

They	say

there’ll	be

a	typhoon

tomorrow!

Today,

we	invited

local	residents

to	join	us

as	we	learn

about

typhoons

together.		

This	video
shows	houses
that	were
submerged.	
It	happened
because
the

heavy	rain
that	fell
upstream
overflowed

the	river
banks

downstream,
then,

the	water
flooded

into	housing
areas.	

So

trerrible.

Scary.

Does	anyone	know

the	most

important	thing

to	do	when

such	a	terrible

typhoon	is

approaching?

Now,

let’s	watch

this	video.

oh

It’s	gonna	be
all	right.	

Many	typhoons
have	hit

this	area	before,
but	nothing	has
ever	happened.	

But,	

if	we

evacuate,

we’ll

definitely

be	ok!

At	a	disaster

drill	at	school,

a	teacher	said,

“such

overconfidence

may	lead	to

loss	of	life.”

	Let’s

prepare

for

evacuation!

Oh,no!

Gab!

Bam

Hokkaido GovermentHokkaido Goverment

 Do you think you’ll be okay?
is approaching!
A Always expect

the unexpected! 

HOKKAIDO
GOVERNMENT
HOKKAIDO
GOVERNMENT
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Read this way.

Next,	

let’s	take

look	at

the	hazard	maps

of	Hokkai	Town

which

we	already

handed	out.	

	Heavy	rain

and	flood

warnings	are

in	effect

for

Hokkai	Town.

Mom!	Before

it	gets	dark,

let’s	evacuate!

We	should	go	to

the	house

next	door	and

take	the	grandma

			there	with	us!

You’re	right.

Damage	could

become	a

serious

problem.	

Let’s

evacuate

now!

I’ll	be

embarrassed

if	only

our	family

evacuates.		

It’s

almost

evening,	
If	we’re

going	to

evacuate,

we	should

go	now.

but

the	rain

and

wind	aren’t

very	strong

yet…

For	those

who	live	near

rivers	or	in	areas

which	are	easily

flooded,

please	prepare

for

evacuation.	

My	house

is	close

to	a	river,

so	that

			means

it’s

		dangerous.	

Please	take

this	hazard	map

home	today.

Then	talk	with

your	family	members

about	how	to	prepare

for	a	disaster.	

Mom,

are	we

well-prepared	

for

disasters?

Our	house

is	near

a	river,

so	we

have	to	be

prepared.	

OK,

here	is

the

evacuation

site.	

First,	

please	find

the	locations

of	your	house

and	your

evacuation	site,

and	then

mark	them.

Hokkai Town

Hazard Map

Protect Yourself

by Making

Preparations

Preparation for
Disasters and
Early Evacuations
are Important

Okay!

WEEEEEOOOOOOOEEEEE

You gotta be kidding.

You’re overreacting.  

Fret

woooo

 woooo
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Read this way.

I	do!
I	do!

I	think	the	

preparation	

of	

flashlights	

and	food	is	

the	most	

important!

Oh,	that’s	a	

good	answer,	

Taichi.	

Yes,	preparation	

surely	is	

important.	

But,	the	most	

important	

thing	is	to	

evacuate	

immediately	even	

before	

anything	

happens.	

People
often
hesitate
to	evacuate
in	such
situations
for	some
reason.	

“No	serious	damage
has	ever	happened
in	this	area	before,

so	nothing	will
happen	this	time”
or	“	I	still	have

time	to	evacuate.”	

This	kind

of	attitude

or

overconfidence

may	lead	to

the	loss

of	life!

Local	residents

should	cooperate

with	each	other	to

call	on	your	neighbors

and	encourage	an

“early	evacuation”

in	the	event	of

a	typhoon,	so	that

many	lives

can	be	saved.

don’t

evacuate

without

a	plan

or

thinking.	

Of	course,	it	is

important	to

always	be

prepared

for	disasters.	

My	family

has	an

emergency

bag.	
My	family

talked	about

our	evacuation

site	and

where	to

meet	up.

Wonder
ful.

Please	take

a	look	at

these

guidelines

for
preparation.

	Let’s	keep

this	checklist

in	mind,

and	take	the

necessary

actions.		

It’s	got	a
radio	and
water	and	…

In	addition	to

the	things	mentioned

by	Taichi,

has	anyone	else

prepared	something

for	disasters?	
But	

If	the	rain

and	wind	are

too	heavy

or	it’s	too	late

to	evacuate,

get	to	as	high

a	place

as	possible.		

Get to high ground!
As high as you can!

Evacuate vertically
based on the depth
of flood waters

Evacuate vertically
based on the depth
of flood waters

If	your	family
is	reluctant	to

evacuate,	even	when
the	typhoon	is
approaching,
you	must	take
firm	actions,
such	as	pulling
their	hands	to
lead	them	to
a	safe	place.	

	If	you

evacuate

immediately,

you	will

definitely

be	ok.		

Thoroughly clean up and check the area around the house: 
Check the roof, walls, and the area around the house;
reinforce windows and sliding doors; clean out ditches; etc. 

Preparation for blackouts and/or water shut off

Use a hazard map (a map which predicts damage)
to confirm your evacuation site with family members 

Listen to the detailed weather information via radio or television.
Communicate with your neighbors.

Make sure to lock your house as well as
turn off the circuit breaker before evacuation

Food, water, an emergency bag (flashlight, radio, batteries, etc.)
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Our	lives

are	far

more	important

than

your

embarrassment!

Rivers	have

overflowed

due	to

the	powerful

typhoon,
I	never

expected

such	a	thing

could

happened.

Taichi,

you	saved

our	lives.

Thank	you.	

You	must	always

expect	the	unexpected!

When	a	typhoon	comes,

you	should	think	of

early	evacuation,

for	the	sake	of

your	lives!!

Hey,

get	to

high	ground!

and

every	part	of

Hokkaido	has

reported

serious

damage.	

I’ll	talk	to

the	grandma

next	door.	

Read this way.

Dash

Don’t leave me.

Remember,

never underestimate

the danger of a disaster,

like my dad did!

Wait. 

Lock (Click)

Panic

Grandma,

the	typhoon’s

coming.

Let’s	evacuate

together.	

I’m

coming,

too!!

I	have	to

lock	doors.

OK,	check.

And	to	prevent	fires,

let’s	turn	off	the

circuit	breaker.	OK!

Japan Meteorological
Agency Website

Crisis Management Division,
Bureau of Crisis Management,

Department of General Affairs

It has lots of information to
help you protect yourself
against typhoons and floods

HOKKAIDO
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Address: Kita 3-jo Nishi 6-Chome,Chuo-ku, Sapporo 060-8588  Tel: + 81-11-204-5900(direct) 

Check out the QR code on the right for her twitter.
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